Caribbean Cuts Vines
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Rhipsalis
Vine

Rhipsalis Quellebambenis
6 to 8 Ft
“Rhipsalis vine” These vines
can last for weeks and hold a
nice green color, They are
great for decorating or just
hanging from the ceiling. They
are unique to Caribbean Cuts
and are available January,
February, March, April, May,
June, July, August,
September, October,
November and December

Philodendron Philodendron Hederaceum
3 to 12 ft
Vine
Heartleaf “Philodendron Vine”
This vine is perfect for an
event. You can condition
them right in the box by
putting water inside the box
the night before use, then
they can be taken on site and
hung in strings to create an
elegant wild feeling in any
room. They are unique to
Caribbean Cuts and are
available January, February,
March, April, May, June, July,
August, September, October,
November and December
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Pothos Vine

Epipremnum Aureum “Pothos 3 to 12 ft
Vine” This vine is has a
beautiful green and yellow
variation and the leaves and
vines sizes can vary leaving a
user with nice combination of
large, medium and small sized
leaves on the vine. You can
condition them right in the
box by putting water inside
the box the night before use,
then they can be taken on site
and hung in strings to create
an
wild has
feeling
in any 6 to 8 Ft
Thiselegant
Ficus vine
a beautiful
burgandy color and last for a
very long time. It dries well
and can be used as a floral
decoration or as a permeant
decoration to any space. The
vine clusters will vary for 4 ft
to 7 ft in size.

Ficus Vine

Monstera
Vine

Sizes available

Long Monstera vines can be 12 ft
used to change the mood in a
room. They hang down from
the ceiling and will transport a
client to another land.
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